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Ground-breaking and 
unique: heroal sun 
protection systems

The heroal aluminium sun protection systems are the 

perfect addition to the heroal aluminium roller shutter 

systems. They combine architectural and functional 

requirements perfectly, meeting the needs of 

constructors, architects, planners and main 

contractors. 

Increasing requirements for outdoor sun protection 

such as high wind stability and shading of large glass 

surfaces, have furthered development and allow for 

individual and efficient use of daylight. To use make 

optimum use of the sun, heroal developed new and 

innovative options for creating partial and full shading 

with the heroal LC (light channelling system), 

heroal VS Z (zip screen) and heroal rs hybrid 

(combination of aluminium roller shutters and 

textile mesh).
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The heroal LC daylight system combines the benefits of 

a roller shutter and a Venetian blind in a single system. 

Sophisticated folding technology is used to control sturdy 

double-walled slats to form an extremely wind-resistant sun 

protection system. Light channelling is possible using the 

heroal LC
Individual light channelling using sophisticated folding shutters

entire blind or partial sections, so that some natural daylight 

can still enter the room. The result is high-quality glare, 

privacy and heat protection, which has a positive effect on 

the indoor climate, and can also help to save energy at the 

same time.

heroal LC – Daylight system
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The heroal LC daylight system provides visual and thermal 

comfort, as it allows glare-free room lighting with natural 

daylight. The system settings allow the best possible view 

through the shades and the amount of radiated heat is 

reduced. 

The basis for this heroal sun protection system is the 

geometrical shape of the roll-formed roller shutter slats. 

Through the 55° louvre angle of the slats, the system achieves 

optimum light channelling into the room, and also ensures 

protection from heat.

heroal LC
Glare-free room lighting

The system is fully lockable like a roller shutter, and can also 

fold like a Venetian blind. 

Sophisticated folding technology controls the stable, double-

walled slats. This innovative magnetic technology ensures 

the control of individual slats as well as the entire blind. The 

system is controlled using an electronic roller shutter motor.
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The heroal LC operates without difficulty, even in strong 

wind. The blind does not need to be retracted until a 95 km/h 

high velocity of wind occurs. This is verified by testing in 

accordance with EN 13659 in the in-house testing centre and 

in the wind tunnel at TU Dresden. 

Architects, planners and processors can construct any window 

height and cover almost all usage requirements. 

The high-quality 2-layer thick coating ensures colour 

uniformity and abrasion resistance of the slats.

heroal LC
Many system advantages

The many design options allow integration into almost every 

environment.

Further system advantages
» Particularly quiet curtain operation

» Quiet, convenient folding function

» 55° louvre angle for optimum lighting of space

» Uses many of the same parts as roller shutters

» Maximum measurements of 2300 mm x 2500 mm possible

» Highly weather-resistant and low-maintenance

» Stability and heat insulation match the values achieved by 

a roller shutter
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System dimensions and system properties

Description heroal LC

Coverage width (mm) 41

Nominal thickness (mm) 8.5

Max. width (mm) 2300

Max. height (mm) 2500

Max. area (m2) 5.75

Number of slats per 1 m of curtain height 25

Finished curtain weight (kg/m²) 3.7

Element width (mm) 1600 1700 1800 1900 2000 2100 2200 2300

Guide rail depth 25 mm (LC) 6 6 6 5 5 4 4 4

Sun 

elevation 

angle

Louvre 

position
Tv Te

Total g 

value

0° closed 0.00 0.00 0.04

0° 55° 0.39 0.27 0.35

30° 55° 0.12 0.08 0.14

60° 55° 0.10 0.07 0.13

Sun 

elevation 

angle

Louvre 

position
Tv Te

Total g 

value

0° closed 0.00 0.00 0.02

0° 55° 0.36 0.21 0.28

30° 55° 0.11 0.06 0.11

60° 55° 0.09 0.05 0.09

60-oct. Element height (mm) 1215 1480 1955 2480

Curtain height (mm) 1100 1350 1800 2300

Panel size (mm) 165 180 205 230

Description heroal LC

Wind load resistance* 4

Hail class*** 4

ΔR according to EN 13125:2001 0.19

Max. U-value improvement at U
w
 1.3 (%) 22

Max. U-value improvement at U
w
 3.1 (%) 43

Burglary resistance (WK/RC) –

Speed at which slats fold shut** (km/h) 97

System dimensions

Wind classes in accordance with DIN EN 13659 when closed

Curtain height

Light technology and solar radiation 
properties of the roller shutter in 
combination with Interpane iplus top 1.1

Light technology and solar radiation 
properties of the roller shutter in 
combination with Interpane iplus top 3

System properties/system security

* for 2300 mm element width and LC guide

** for 1800 mm element width

*** hail class according to VKF test stipulations no. 2 roller shutter, version 1.02. The value reflects the mechanical functional capability.

Tv = light transmission / Te = radiation transmission / total g value = total (solar) energy transmittance

The maximum areas of application may deviate from the previously applicable measurements on account of testing according to DIN EN 13659. 
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The heroal VS Z is an innovative zip screen system which is 

installed in front of the window. Depending on the type of 

mesh, translucent or opaque sun protection can be created, 

which reduces solar radiation by up to 75 %, while still 

heroal VS Z
Panel-free shading and high wind stability

allowing daylight to penetrate. High wind stability makes the 

product extremely durable and the wide variety of colours 

available make it is extremely flexible for use on buildings. 

heroal VS Z – Zip Screen System
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heroal VS Z
Energy-efficient full shading

The versatile four-sided heroal VS Z is an innovative and 

energy-efficient zip screen system. It comes ready for 

individual use as well as for use in medium and large-scale 

commercial construction and designed for use in schools, 

offices and residential buildings in particular. 

The heroal VS Z consists of a translucent mesh, which is 

installed in front of the window. By reflecting sunlight, the 

system enables a reduction in solar radiation of up to 75 %, 

while still allowing daylight to penetrate. 

In this way the system ensures a pleasant indoor climate on 

hot days and enables control of the room's atmosphere. At the 

same time the heroal VS Z guarantees optimum glare, privacy 

and heat protection. 

The sun protection system creates savings on cooling and 

heating costs, as heat emission as well as retention is 

reduced. At the same time, UV rays are filtered by up to 98 %.
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heroal VS Z
Simple installation of the highly weather-resistant system

This meets the continually increasing requirements for sun 

protection and more than satisfies the demand for a large 

area of sun protection offering shade, irrespective of wind 

conditions. 

The innovative sun protection system achieves a very good 

wind resistance class. The blind does not need to be retracted 

until wind strength reaches 145 km/h. 

The material's low winding diameter means that it can even 

be installed in small boxes without difficulty. This means that 

for example for a window height of 3 m a box only 95 mm high 

is needed. 

Planners, constructors and heroal partners benefit from the 

simple installation as well as the durability of the system.

Further system advantages
» Shaded areas of up to 6 m wide with a 15 square metre area 

are possible

» Particularly weather resistant and low-maintenance

» Material is guided using a zip attached to the fabric

» Electronically motorised drive

» Blind controlled wirelessly or with manual button

» Optional installation of obstacle detection; this stops the 

blind if it meets resistance
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The heroal VS Z the allows the processor numerous design options in terms of the colour design and 

also the type of mesh.

Colour

white

linen-white

linen

sand-white

white-white-nacre

nacre-white

nacre-white-sand

white-nacre

grey-white

grey-white-nacre

nacre

linen-lichen

anthracite grey-linen

grey

anthracite-grey

Design options
Overview of 30 colours

Colour

sand

grey-sand

oyster shell

sandstone

sand-bronze

bronze

anthracite-bronze

anthracite

grey-yellow

sand-gold-yellow

grey-gold

grey-gold-nacre

grey-tangerine

grey-nacre-azure blue

grey-azure blue
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The heroal rs hybrid combines the system benefits of roller 

shutters and sun protection and provides the options of full or 

partial darkening. The heroal rs is made from aluminium on 

the exterior, ensuring safety and wind resistance. Textile mesh 

ensures a pleasing aesthetic on the interior and allows for 

varied design options on the exterior. The heroal rs hybrid 

heroal rs hybrid
Pioneering roller shutter technology

distinguishes itself by running almost as silently as a vertical 

blind and by having the space-saving low winding diameter of 

a roller awning.

heroal rs hybrid
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heroal rs hybrid in porch panel system FME 45°

heroal rs hybrid in porch panel system FME 45° with straight 
box view

The stable and secure porch box solution

Extremely weather-resistant thanks to high-quality hwr powder coating

The space-saving porch box FME 45° allows optimum 

integration in almost every environment. The system is most 

suitable for installation in and on window shutters. Many of 

the same parts are used in production as in the existing 

systems. Even with large blinds the heroal FME 45° blind 

system distinguishes itself through its particularly quiet 

operation. This simply requires installation of a sliding barrel 

system. The high-quality hwr powder coating ensures that 

the systems have abrasion resistance and colour uniformity. 

As always, the porch box allows simple and convenient system 

maintenance.

Made from extruded aluminium profiles with high-quality hwr 

powder coating, the heroal porch box system offers extremely 

weather-resistant surfaces with optimum colour stability and 

gloss retention. The space-saving porch box – with a minimum 

height of just 100 mm – features a special L guide bracket, 

making it ideal for installation in window reveals. It also 

comes with an external maintenance opening. The extruded 

heroal porch box with hwr powder coating is therefore a 

perfect system solution for conversion or renovation projects.
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heroal rs hybrid in flush-mounting box FMB 90°
Perfect retention of existing façade appearance

Thanks to its invisible integration in the ETICS or in the 

window reveal, the flush-mounted box FMB 90° represents 

the ideal means of installing a heroal rs hybrid in the existing 

façade architecture without changing its visual appearance. 

A large selection of plaster base profiles ensures secure 

installation in all current ETICS systems, while the special 

two-part guide rail guarantees simple and safe assembly in 

the window reveal. The minimum thickness of the exterior 

insulation depends on the exact position of the window. Made 

from roll-formed and extruded aluminium profiles, the flush-

mounted box features a highly space-saving design with a 

height of just 125 mm. The 90 mm inspection opening enables 

simple and convenient system maintenance.
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System dimensions and system properties of the porch boxes

Description Porch box FME 45° / 90°

Version 1

Porch box FME 45° / 90°

Version 2

Flush-mounting box 

FMB 90°

Coverage width (mm) 38 38 38

Nominal thickness (mm) 7.5 7.5 7.5

Weight (kg/m²) 2.5 2.5 2.5

Max. / min.width (mm) 2300 / 700 2400 / 650 2400 / 650

Max. height (mm) 2700 2700 2000

Max. area (m²) 5.29 6 4.8

Number of slats per 1 m of blind 26 26 26

Barrel diameter 40-oct (mm)* 125 125 125

Description Porch box FME 45° / 90°

Version 1

Porch box FME 45° / 90°

Version 2

Flush-mounting box 

FMB 90°

Wind load resistance** 4 4 / 3 (LHTF) 4

Hail class*** 3 3 3

Additional areal thermal resistance 

DIN EN ISO 12567-1 (W/m²K) 0.18 0.18 0.18

Lambda value (DIN EN 12664 – W/m²K)  –  –  – 

Max. Usb value in W (m²K)  –  –  – 

Max. U value at U
w
 1.3 (%) 19 19 19

Max. U value at U
w
 3.1 (%) 39 39 39

Porch box fire protection class – – –

Textile fire protection class B1 B1 B1

Noise insulation value (ISO 10140 - 2 – dB) – – –

Noise insulation blind (dB) 10 10 10

Highly weather-resistant surface with 

2-layer thick coating • • •

Highly weather-resistant surface with hwr 

powder coating • • •

System dimensions

System properties/system security

* at 2000 mm height and for 40 series

** for element width of 2000 mm 

*** hail class according to VKF test stipulations no. 2 roller shutter, version 1.02. The value reflects the mechanical functional capability.
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heroal rs hybrid in renovation insulation box

heroal rs hybrid in attachment insulation box

Perfect installation for energy-efficient solutions

The variable system specifically for limited insulation depths

Made of insulating material and designed specifically for 

renovation projects, this box system guarantees perfect, 

RAL-compliant installation in combination with windows fitted 

in an insulation zone. With its minimal insulation thickness of 

250 mm (variably extendable), the heroal insulation box can 

be fully integrated into the ETICS. The external, 100 mm 

inspection opening enables simple and convenient system 

maintenance. Thanks to the thermally separated window 

guide and a Usb value of 0.289 W/(m² · K) according to 

DIN 4108-2, the heroal rs hybrid in the renovation insulation 

box provides energy-efficient solutions to meet various 

requirements in commercial and residential construction.

This insulation-box system can be used with minimal 

insulation thicknesses of just 100 mm, as well as for greater 

insulation depths. The attachment insulation box can be fully 

integrated in the ETICS and features a maintenance-friendly, 

80-mm external inspection opening.

With a Usb value of up to 0.235 W/(m² · K) according to 

DIN 4108-2 and a window guide that is thermally separated 

from the window system, the heroal rs hybrid attachment 

insulation boxes represent energy-saving solutions for private 

constructors and suit various requirements in commercial 

and residential construction.
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heroal rs hybrid in insulation box for passive house buildings
Highly insulated for optimised system energy efficiency

This heroal attachment box solution is made from insulating 

material and designed specifically for installation in the ETICS 

of passive house buildings. The insulation box with thermally 

separated window guides has an insulation thickness

of just 300 mm (variably extendable), achieving an excellent 

Usb value of up to 0.157 W/(m²-K) according to DIN 4108-2 

and can be fully integrated in the ETICS of a passive house. 

The external 80-mm maintenance opening allows the system 

to be serviced easily. Furthermore, the highly insulating 

system solution heroal rs hybrid in the insulation box for 

passive house buildings offers optimised, energy-efficient 

solutions for high-quality façade refurbishment in residential 

and commercial construction projects. 
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System dimensions and system properties of the insulation 
boxes

Description Renovation insulation 

box

Attachment insulation 

box

Passive house 

insulation box

Coverage width (mm) 38 38 38

Nominal thickness (mm) 7.5 7.5 7.5

Weight (kg/m²) 2.5 2.5 2.5

Max. / min.width (mm) 2500 / 650 2500 / 650 2500 / 650

Max. height (mm) 2400 2400 2400

Max. area (m²) 6 6 6

Number of slats per 1 m of blind 26 26 26

Barrel diameter of profile shaft (mm)* 120 120 120

Description Renovation insulation 

box

Attachment insulation 

box

Passive house 

insulation box

Wind load resistance** 4 4 4

Hail class*** 3 3 3

Additional areal thermal resistance 

DIN EN ISO 12567-1 (W/m²K)

0.18 0.18 0.18

Lambda value (DIN EN 12664 – W/m²K) 0.035 0.035 0.035

Max. Usb value in W (m²K) 0.289 0.235 0.157

Max. U value at U
w
 1.3 (%) 19 19 19

Max. U value at U
w
 3.1 (%) 39 39 39

Insulation box fire protection class B1 B1 B1

Textile fire protection class B1 B1 B1

Noise insulation value (ISO 10140 - 2 – dB) 45 45 45

Noise insulation blind (dB) 10 10 10

Highly weather-resistant surface with 

2-layer thick coating • • •

Highly weather-resistant surface with hwr 

powder coating • • •

System dimensions

System properties/system security

* at 2000 mm height and for 40 series 

** for element width of 2000 mm 

*** hail class according to VKF test stipulations no. 2 roller shutter, version 1.02. The value reflects the mechanical functional capability.
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GreenAwa
rd

heroal surfaces
Our service is consistently 
geared to your needs

Surface finishing is an integral part of heroal system 

components. heroal offers optimally matched systems for 

windows, doors, façades, as well as roller shutters, roller 

doors and sun protection.

With our heroal hwr powder coating, we rely on quality from 

our own coating plants. The award as the official GSB 

Premium coater and the Qualicoat quality seal underline the 

quality leadership! Apart from the powder coating, heroal 

also offers its customers Eloxal surfaces and laminations. 

A twin-coat thick coating is used in the roller shutter field in 

particular. heroal delivers its entire product portfolio directly 

ex-works, thus ensuring the shortest delivery times for its 

partners.

Alongside its extensive system portfolio with perfectly 

coordinated products, heroal also provides a service that 

is unique and the most efficient in the sector – founded on 

a consistent focus on customers' requirements, wishesand 

needs. The basis of heroal service – alongside the trained 

team of employees – is the in-house, energy-efficient 

production, made in Germany with an unparalleled 

manufacturing range and process reliability, which ensures 

optimum product quality for sustainable, cost-effective and 

value-enhancing construction for processors, architects and 

constructors. This is also ensured by the new heroal logistics 

centre, covering an area of around 40,000 m², and the 

company truck fleet. The heroal service portfolio is rounded 

off by the testing centre for air, water and wind for roller 

shutters, roller doors, sun protection, windows, doors and 

façades, which is certified by ift Rosenheim, and can also be 

used by customers, as well as by the efficient, in-house profile 

bending and edging service: heroal is the only system house in 

the sector to offer such a service to its customers.
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Roller shutters | Roller doors | Sun protection | Windows | Doors | Façades | Service

heroal – Johann Henkenjohann GmbH & Co. KG

Österwieher Str. 80 | 33415 Verl (Germany)

Tel. +49 5246 507-0 | Fax +49 5246 507-222

www.heroal.com

The heroal brand represents system solutions that 

unite practical innovations, industry-leading service and 

high-quality design that can be sustainably integrated 

into any architecture.

Innovation, service, 
design, sustainability

As one of the leading aluminium system suppliers, 

heroal develops and produces perfectly coordinated 

systems for windows, doors, façades, roller shutters, 

roller doors and sun protection, complemented by 

louvre and sliding shutters, insect protection and 

terrace roofs and carports. By minimising energy 

consumption during production, maximising energy 

conservation during usage as well as ensuring 

optimum profitability during system manufacturing

and an increase in the value of the building, heroal 

system solutions make a significant contribution to 

sustainable construction.

heroal – the aluminium 
systems supplier

Window and door system
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